Few-layer black phosphorus (BP) nanosheets were first reported as a 2D material for the application of field-effect transistors in 2014 and have stimulated intense activity among physicists, chemists, and material and biomedical scientists, driving research into novel synthetic techniques to produce BP nanosheets. At present, exfoliation is the main route toward few-layer BP nanosheets via employing bulk BP as raw material. However, this is a complicated and timeconsuming process, which is difficult for the large-scale synthesis of BP nanosheets. Moreover, BP degrades rapidly when exfoliated to nanoscale dimensions, resulting in the rapid loss of semiconducting properties. Here, we report the direct wet-chemical synthesis of fewlayer BP nanosheets in gram-scale quantities in a bottom-up approach based on common laboratory reagents at low temperature, showing excellent stability due to partial oxidation of surface. Solvent and temperature are two critical factors, controlling not only the formation of BP nanosheets but also the thickness. The as-prepared BP nanosheets can extract hydrogen from pure water (pH = 6.8), exhibiting more than 24-fold higher activity than the well-known C 3 N 4 nanosheets. Our results reporting the ability to prepare few-layer BP nanosheets with a facile, scalable, low-cost approach take us a step closer to real-world applications of phosphorene including next-generation metal-free photocatalysts for photosynthesis.
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black phosphorus | 2D materials | bottom-up synthesis | photocatalysis | hydrogen evolution B esides the most commonly seen white and red phosphorus, black phosphorus (BP) is another allotrope of phosphorus exhibiting semiconductor-like properties with a thicknessdependent band gap, which has been emerging as a promising 2D material for applications in photoelectronic devices, biomedicine, catalysis, and energy storage since the recognition of its anisotropic 2D layered structure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . BP was found to have cubic, orthorhombic, rhombohedral, and amorphous phase structures (5) . Orthorhombic BP nanosheets, consisting of puckered layers stacked together by strong intralayer bonding and weak interlayer van der Waals interactions, offer fascinating advantages over graphene and transition-metal dichalcogenides because of its unique in-plane anisotropy and high charge-carrier mobility (1, 12) . To achieve success in the wide applications, easy access to BP nanosheets is crucial. The earliest report on the synthesis of BP can be traced back to a century ago (13) , where bulk BP was obtained via employing white phosphorus as raw material at a high pressure of 1.2 GPa and 200°C. Despite tremendous efforts devoted to the synthesis (14) (15) (16) , it is still not easy to synthesize bulk BP. Moreover, all of the known methods focused on the synthesis of bulk BP, but not on its nanosheet form, which is of interest here. The first fewlayer BP nanosheets were produced via mechanical exfoliation of bulk BP until 2014 (1) . At present, exfoliation including mechanical and solution-based exfoliation has been the most common route toward few-layer BP nanosheets. However, this two-step synthesis process for the production of BP nanosheets, in which high-quality bulk BP needs to be prepared first, renders the synthesis of BP nanosheets complicated, time-consuming, and costly. Moreover, the scalable synthesis of BP nanosheets with excellent stability is still a challenge via exfoliation technique, restricting the wide study and applications of BP nanosheets.
Results and Discussion
Given the lack of a low-cost solution-based approach for the large-scale production of BP nanosheets, here we report the onepot wet-chemical synthesis of BP nanosheets in gram-scale quantities using white phosphorus as raw materials and ethylenediamine as solvent, operated at low temperature (Fig. 1A) . Xray diffraction (XRD) taken from the as-prepared powder samples confirms orthorhombic (Cmca) crystal structure of BP without any other phases (Fig. 1B) . Moreover, the XRD intensity increases with the increase of temperature, indicating improved crystallinity (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectral analysis (EDX) shows that the product mainly consists of phosphorus element (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). These results
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suggest that BP can be prepared directly via a facile solvothermal process at low temperature. The typical Raman peaks located at 360.2, 437.5, and 464.6 cm −1 (Fig. 1C) can be observed in the BP sample obtained at 100°C, corresponding to the characteristic A 1 g , B 2g , and A 2 g modes of BP (17) . These results further confirm the formation of BP. Besides these three peaks, another peak at about 400 cm −1 could be assigned to the P-O species because of partial oxidation (18) . Furthermore, the BP samples prepared at the temperature range of 60-140°C exhibit quite similar Raman spectral profiles (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), further confirming that BP can be obtained at this temperature range.
The as-prepared BP samples were also analyzed using X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). All of the XPS spectra exhibit a very similar feature with two narrow peaks in the range of 128-131 eV along with a broad band ranging from 131 to 136 eV ( Fig. 1D and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). The two peaks at 129.9 and 130.8 eV correspond to the 2p 3/2 and 2p 1/2 states of P element (2) . The broad band can be deconvoluted into three peaks at 131.8, 132.9, and 134.2 eV, attributed to P-O-P, O-P = O, and P 2 O 5 (19) , respectively. O1s XPS spectrum (Fig. 1E ) further reveals partial oxidation of the product. Typically, there are two intense peaks at 530.8 and 532.0 eV, which are assigned to P = O and P-O-P bonds, respectively. Although the inevitable oxidation occurred in our samples, the oxidation was reported to be beneficial for the improvement of the stability of BP (18), as was confirmed by our results as well. As shown in SI Appendix, Fig.  S5 , we can see that the positions of all of the XPS peaks and oxygen content in the 4-mo-aged BP nanosheets are almost the same as those in fresh BP nanosheets (10.5% in 4-mo-aged BP vs. 10.1% in fresh BP), indicating good stability of the BP nanosheets prepared by the bottom-up route. However, the ratio of the oxygenated species in the 4-mo-aged BP nanosheets changes notably compared with that of the fresh sample. In particular, the peak intensities at 131.8 and 132.9 eV decrease, while the peak intensity at 134.2 eV increases, suggesting the conversion of P-O-P and O-P = O species on the surface to P 2 O 5 after 4-mo storage because of further oxidation in air. As a result, the inner BP component is protected against further oxidation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the oxidation of surface is beneficial for the improvement of stability of BP nanosheets. In addition, the optical absorption edge (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ) and photocatalytic activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ) of the samples stay almost the same as before even stored in air for 4 mo. These results further demonstrate that the BP prepared via the bottom-up route is stable, which is vital for the applications of BP as well.
Morphology and structure of the as-prepared BP were further characterized by several imaging techniques. As shown in Fig.  2A , a representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image shows a typical 2D sheet-like structure with a lateral size of 0.8-1.0 μm. Such a large size is beneficial for the application in photoelectronic devices. The scanning electron microscopy image also reveals their 2D sheet-like morphological feature (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image ( Fig. 2B) shows the lattice fringes with an interlayer spacing of 0.507 nm, corresponding to d spacing of the (020) plane of orthorhombic BP. The TEM images of the BP nanosheets prepared at different temperature show the flake thickness decreases with the increase of temperature until 100°C (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). Further increasing temperature leads to the increase of flake thickness. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to verify the sheet-like structure of the BP. As shown in Fig.  2C , thin BP flakes can be observed clearly in the AFM image. Multiple cross-sections were recorded of the sample laid onto a mica substrate, and a number of step heights were measured across the relief of the sample. The thickness of the BP flakes was determined to be in the range of 1-15 nm, which corresponds to 2-28 atomic layers of BP using a layer-to-layer spacing of 0.53 nm (20) . This also suggests that the solvothermal method developed here is a reliable approach for the synthesis of fewlayer BP nanosheets. In addition, we can also find some smallsized nanosheets in Fig. 3C , which have lateral size of about 100-200 nm and thickness of around 20 nm (SI Appendix, Fig.  S10 ), respectively.
Our protocol for the large-scale production of few-layer BP nanosheets is conceptually simple and can be performed in all chemical laboratories. A delicate interplay is also identified between raw material and solvent. Herein, we found that ethylenediamine is a reliable medium for the formation of BP nanosheets (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). In the ethylenediamine medium, white phosphorus is not only readily solubilized, but also is transformed to a brown intermediate, which is tentatively assigned as red phosphorus based on the EDX and Raman spectra (SI Appendix, Fig. S11) . Meanwhile, the liquid medium acts as a heat sink, which is similar to LiCl (21), further driving the reaction from the red phosphorus to BP at low temperature. Besides solvent, suitable temperature is required as well (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). There is no precipitate formed at the low temperature below 60°C, while an unknown white crystal is obtained instead of BP over the temperature of 140°C. The highest yield of 65% is achieved at 140°C. Note that commercial bulk BP is very expensive [∼500 US dollars per gram (USD/g)], which is the main source for the research of BP nanosheets (6, (22) (23) (24) . By contrast, our synthesis cost is not more than 1 USD/g. Moreover, compared with the exfoliation technique, solvothermal method is more suitable for the large-scale synthesis of BP nanosheets.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out under N 2 atmosphere to estimate the content of small molecules on the surface of BP nanosheets. We can see that the BP nanosheets have about 5% weight loss in the first weight-loss step (<350°C) (SI Appendix, Fig. S12 ), attributed to the removal of physically adsorbed water, hydroxyl (-OH) groups and other organic species. The results also demonstrate that the content of the absorbed species on the surface of the as-prepared sample is quite low. A more dramatic weight loss starts to occur at 350°C, associated with the decomposition of BP (20) . Additionally, three exothermic peaks at 450, 500, and 520°C are observed in the differential scanning calorimetry curve, indicating the decomposition of BP accompanied by exothermic processes (25) .
BP nanosheets exhibit a thickness-dependent band gap spanning from 0.3 to 2 eV (3) for bulk and monolayer, respectively. To determine the band gap of the as-prepared BP nanosheets, therefore, the optical UV-vis-near-infrared (NIR) absorption spectra were recorded. As shown in Fig. 3A , a broad absorption band covering visible and NIR wavelength can be observed. Such an absorption spectrum suggests that the BP nanosheets are capable of harvesting solar energy and excellent electric conductivity. The band gap of BP nanosheets is firstly estimated to be ∼1.19 eV (Fig. 3B) which is consistent with the expected results from few-layer BP nanosheets (26) . The few-layer BP nanosheets have been mostly focused on the application as field-effect transistors, but limited application in hydrogen evolution from water was carried out because of its stability (6, (27) (28) (29) . To confirm the possibility of the as-prepared BP nanosheets as photocatalyst for water splitting, the characters of the valence and conduction bands and their absolute energies with respect to water redox potentials are analyzed by the XPS valence spectra and Mott-Schottky plots. According to the valence XPS spectra (SI Appendix, Fig. S13A ), the valence-band (VB) energy level of the BP nanosheet is estimated to be ∼0.51 eV below the Fermi level. The Mott-Schottky plots (SI Appendix, Fig. S13B ) shows a negative slope, suggesting the intrinsic nature of p-type semiconductor of BP nanosheets (30) . The flat-band potential (E FB , approximate to the Fermi level of the BP sample) is estimated to be −0.11 V [vs. reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)] (20) . Based on the band gap of BP nanosheets (1.19 eV, estimated from the UV-vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectrum), the conduction-band and VB energy levels of BP nanosheets are calculated to be −0.79 and 0.40 V vs. RHE, respectively. Therefore, it can be envisioned that the BP nanosheets can be used as a photocatalyst for hydrogen evolution (Fig. 3C) . Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution experiments were performed at ambient temperature and pressure in a 180-mL Pyrex glass reactor containing 25 mg of catalyst dispersed in 110 mL of deionized water (pH = 6.8), Before irradiation using a 300-W Xe lamp coupled with a UV cutoff filter (λ > 420 nm), the reactor was thoroughly degassed by argon to remove the oxygen in the reactor. As a comparison, the photocatalytic activity of the wellknown metal-free catalyst, C 3 N 4 (31) was examined. As shown in Fig. 3D , the hydrogen evolution rate of the as-prepared BP nanosheets (14.7 μmol·h
) is more than 24× higher than that of C 3 N 4 (0.6 μmol·h
) in pure water (31) , suggesting that BP nanosheets are a promising metal-free catalyst for hydrogen evolution. Pt is an excellent cocatalyst for the improvement of photocatalytic hydrogen production rate because it can reduce the overpotential of hydrogen evolution from water (32) . Indeed, the Pt-enhanced BP nanosheets exhibit an improved hydrogen evolution rate (Fig. 3D) . The BP nanosheets prepared at 100°C exhibit the highest hydrogen evolution (SI Appendix, Fig. S14 ). Moreover, the highest H 2 production rate can reach 447 μmol·h −1 ·g −1 at about 20 wt % Pt loading, which is 30-fold higher than that of bare BP nanosheets; further increasing Pt loading leads to the decrease of the H 2 production rate (SI Appendix, Fig. S15 ), ascribed to the optical shielding effect at high Pt loads (33) .
More interestingly, the Pt-enhanced BP nanosheets exhibit detectable activity over the wavelength of 600 nm, which is beneficial for the utilization of solar energy. SI Appendix, Fig.  S16 shows the apparent quantum efficiency of hydrogen evolution using 20 wt % Pt-decorated BP nanosheets. The quantum efficiencies of C 3 N 4 and Pt/C 3 N 4 catalysts are too low to be measured in pure water. The highest quantum efficiency is ∼4% at λ = 420 nm, which is higher than most of catalysts operated in pure water (34) . Four consecutive photocatalytic reactions show no catalyst deactivation after illumination for 20 h, confirming that the Pt-decorated BP nanosheets have excellent photostability as catalyst for solar-driven hydrogen evolution (SI Appendix, Fig. S17 ). Further structural and morphological characterizations of the BP nanosheets were performed after photocatalytic reactions. As shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S18 , we can see that there are no notable changes of the BP sample after being subjected to the photocatalytic reaction for 20 h, further confirming the stability of the BP nanosheets and its great potential for solar water splitting. The hydrogen evolution tests of BP sample after annealing at 400°C were executed as well. As shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S19 , we can find that the sample still maintained excellent photocatalytic stability, indicating that the trace organic molecular species has no effect on the photostability of BP nanosheets. However, the hydrogen evolution activity was decreased by 50% in comparison with the fresh BP nanosheets, which may be attributed to the decrease of active sites at high temperature (35) .
Oxygen was not detected by GC, originating from high VB position of the BP nanosheets over water oxidation potential. However, the photocatalytic reactions were operated in pure water without assistance of sacrificial reagents. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the roles of photogenerated holes in the system. Some species, such as H 2 O 2 , ·O 2 − , or ·OH radicals may be formed as oxydates of water by photogenerated holes. To confirm this assumption, we used hydroxylamine hydrochloride and safranine T (SFT) as fluorescent indicators for detecting ·O 2 − radicals. The monotonic decrease of fluorescence associated with SFT is observed with the increase of irradiation time (Fig. 4A) , confirming the existence of ·O 2 − radicals (36) . Another quencher of superoxide radicals, 1, 4-benzoquinone (BQ), was also employed to further reveal the formation of ·O 2 − radicals under irradiation (37) . As shown in Fig. 4B , the degradation rate of rhodamine B (RhB) decreases significantly when BQ is added to the solution, indicating that the generated ·O 2 − radicals are captured by BQ. As a result, oxidation of RhB is suppressed greatly. These results provide a solid evidence that the photogenerated holes from the VB in the Pt-decorated BP nanosheets are powerful enough to oxidize surface-adsorbed hydroxyl groups or water to generate ·O 2 − radicals. On the basis of the above results, a tentative mechanism of the photocatalytic reaction is proposed (SI Appendix, Fig. S20 ). Upon the irradiation (λ > 420 nm), electron-hole pairs are generated in the BP nanosheets. The electrons diffuse to the Pt nanoparticles because of low overpotential and react with the adsorbed H + ions to form H 2 at its active sites. Meanwhile, the holes are mainly consumed by water or OH − group to generate the radicals. The photocatalytic reaction along with this mechanism produces excess H + ions in the solution, which is consistent with the final pH value of the solution (pH is ∼4).
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have developed a one-step solvothermal method for the direct preparation of BP nanosheets. It is well known that one major problem for the practical applications of BP nanosheets is their easy degradation. Given that surface coordination and covalent functionalization methods have been confirmed to work for the improvement of stability of BP nanosheets, however, these processes are complicated and timeconsuming (2) . By contrast, partial oxidation of surface, which is confirmed to be beneficial for the improvement of stability of BP nanosheets in this work, is more facile and feasible via this bottom-up route. The production of large quantities of partially oxidized BP nanosheets with excellent stability through a direct and facile solution-based approach will allow for the rapid development and applications of this unique 2D material. Besides promising applications in nanoelectronics (1, 12) , the feasibility of hydrogen evolution using such few-layer BP nanosheets also opens up avenues for solar-driven water splitting using BP-based materials as cheap and commonly available catalyst. Interestingly, the content of oxygen in the BP nanosheets decreases after photoreaction (SI Appendix, Fig. S18 ), suggesting that the oxygen-free BP nanosheets may be obtained from the prepared partially oxidized BP nanosheets via reduction route.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of Few-Layer BP Nanosheets. Few-layer BP nanosheets were synthesized by a directly solvothermal process in ethylenediamine system using white phosphorus as raw material. In a typical synthesis process, an amount of white phosphorus was added in ethylenediamine under magnetic stirring. Subsequently, the mixture was transferred to a 100-mL Teflon-lined stainless autoclave followed by heating at 100°C for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature naturally, the precipitates were collected and washed with benzene, ethanol, and distilled water in sequence. The final product was dried in vacuum at 60°C overnight. Reaction temperature determines the formation and thickness of BP nanosheets. Here we confirmed the temperature in the range of 60-140°C works for the preparation of fewlayer BP nanosheets. Moreover, the higher the temperature is, the higher the yield is.
Materials Characterizations. The XRD data were obtained on a Rigaku B/Max-RB diffractometer with a Cu Kα radiation operated at 40 kV and 40 mA over a 2θ range of 10-80°. TEM and HRTEM images were recorded using a Tecnai-G2-F30 field-emission TEM with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy and EDX maps were obtained on an FEI Titan operated at 200 kV. XPS was obtained by using a KRATOS Axis ultra-DLD X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with a monochromatized Mg Kα X-ray source (hν = 1,283.3 eV). The binding energy C 1s peak from surface adventitious carbon (284.8 eV) was adopted as a reference for the binding energy measurements. AFM was performed by means of a Veeco DI Nanoscope Multi Mode V system. UV-vis-NIR diffuse reflectance spectra were obtained with a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-vis-IR spectrophotometer. BaSO 4 was used as a reflectance standard. MicroRaman spectra were obtained using a LabRam HR800 Jobin-Yvon spectrometer with an excitation wavelength of 633 nm. The TGA of BP was executed via a STA449F3 simultaneous thermal analyzer. 
